A) Individual Condom Foils

1. Materials:
A laminate which includes a layer of impermeable, flexible aluminum foil of a minimum thickness of 8 microns, and layers of plastic materials suitable for the mechanical protection of the metal foil and for printing and sealing.

The individual foils will be hermetically sealed and impermeable to oxygen, ozone, water vapour, ultraviolet and visible light.

Foils will be in strips of 2.

2. Design

Individual foils shall be square and shall not distort the rolled condoms. Different colours as specified will be used to meet printing requirements.

The condom foil must be easily opened by means of a well-defined serration. The serration is a series of V-shaped cuts along the edges joining the individual foils. The cuts must be clearly punched into the foil packaging material. The cuts must have a width of at least 1mm at the base and protrude into the individual condom packaging by at least 0.75mm.

The front of the foil will be marked as follows:

Regular/Smooth

- Background colour Pantone 3115
- Brand name CHOICE lettering in bold colour pantone 11-0601
- Smooth condom lettering in bold colour pantone black 6c
Strawberry scented condom

Banana flavored condom
Grape scented condom

The back of the foil will be marked as follows:

- **Background colour Pantone 252**
- **Brand name CHOICE lettering in bold colour pantone 11-0601**
- **Grape scented condom lettering and logo in bold colour pantone 255**

**Printed at time of packaging**

**Pre-Printed**
B) Consumer packs

Please note that consumer packs and dispenser boxes will also be coloured as per individual condoms colours

PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS IS INFORMATION IS TO ASSIST YOU WITH YOUR QUOTATIONS. SPECIFIC DETAILS WILL BE SHARED WITH SUCCESSFUL BIDDERS.